REIGNING FAVORITES IN A BROADWAY MUSICAL REVUE.

MISS ALINE MCGILL (LEFT) AND HASOUTRA, A PLASTIC DANCER (RIGHT), WHO ARE PROMINENT IN THE BRILLIANT ARRAY OF FEMININITY SURROUNDING ED WYNN, "THE PERFECT FOOL," IN HIS PRODUCTION OF THAT NAME AT THE GEORGE M. COHAN THEATRE, N.Y. CITY.
HAYS TAKES BIG "MOVIE" JOB: WAR ON CENSORSHIP IS LIKELY

Former Postmaster-General plunges into task of Straightening Out Tangled Affairs of Picture Producers; George M. Cohan in Managerial Fold; Other Live News of Stage and Screenland.

WILL H. HAY, until recently Postmaster-General in President Harding's Cabinet, has begun facing his newly-drawn mission, reported to be still far from a clear measure of the National Association of the motion picture industry. That the affairs of the big producers and distributors of films must have reached a critical state is attested by their bold action in drawing a declaration from Washington's highest official strike at a year's notice which doubles that renewed by the executive of the nation.

If the threat the movie men bears a closed ally to the post of Judge Koenen Mountain Laurel, the high and powerful commissioner of organized baseball. And if the lift-off of the Chicago Black Sox was the maneuvering of Judge Landis, the new, it now appears, that one of the leading movie moguls is in the hands of the union. Mr. Hays, it is constantly predicted, will take prompt steps to arrest it, if possible, the morals of a million-wide censorship of motion pictures.

Financial medallions are also involved, no doubt. It is said that the former Postmaster-General is confronted by a word which it cannot come to meeting with bafflements and eliminating the enormities which abound from its忽视 has burned the picture industry, but which was not directed with because the dollars continued to fly through their pockets. Now that they must take heed to their financial houses, it would seem that they would make a quick move to secure a solution to the problem. No man is as close to the most successful organization executive as he who has been so consistently successful as a politician.

Mr. Hays goes into his new office with the best of wishes for all who have the interests of the films at heart.

All New York is holding the vigil and cheering the making and the bravery in the style of the Frenchman, whose melodrama is Charles Dillman's production of "The Hound of the Baskervilles," the English thriller by Arthur Conan Doyle, which, with A. E. Matthews in the title role, is to be produced by Craddock's Craddock Theatre. Not in a theatrical genroc, perhaps, but in a type of play which has raised the thrills of violence—murders, suicide; death comes sharply and suddenly; the gods of death—physical, psychological, political, social, emotional, and spiritual, struggling to the death—Mr. Dillman must be a gentleman as long as he has seen a play so effective in real life.

William Lebos, well-known playwright, has been appointed Director-General of Continental Films Corporation, according to the announcement made by J. Edgar Hoover, the district attorney in charge of the war on narcotics.

"YOU HAVE A BEAUTIFUL FACE BUT YOUR NOSE?"

The news is expected to affect the entire world.

FIGHTING RECORDS—Always re-
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TELL YOUR FRIENDS

IF YOU LIKE THIS PAPER; IF NOT, TELL US.

That's fair enough. If you derive enjoyment and profit from the Police Gazette, pass the word along to the other fellow. There's always room for more in our huge annual circulation.

Now is a particularly good time to subscribe to this popular sporting paper. Or, renew your subscription, in any case, in time to get the last issue of the year.

Don't forget that 1922 is going to be the biggest and best year ever for sports and sportsmen.

SOME POLICE GAZETTE FEATURES YOU CAN'T FIND ANYWHERE ELSE

"PICTURES"—The snapshot of all girl pictures and the latest news photos of sporting and current events from all parts of the world.

STAGE GOSSIP—Breezy para-

JAZZ BABIES

May 1922 Million in Original and Direct Poses. Postcards, see set of 20, $1.00. Original Self-Portrait Detective, 36¢, Four "50c Postcards, 25¢

Screen Stars Photo Co.

STREET STARS PHOTO CO.
281 San Fernando Road, Los Angeles, Calif.

Free Diamond Stud Offer

JAMES H. REID & S. B.

"WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD KNOW"

World's Greatest Photo Website. Don't be fooled by other imitations. We will not sell or rent your name or address to anyone else. All names you request are secured on this order sheet and will be sent by mail.

233 East 28th Street, New York, N. Y.,
FAMOUS RING BATTLES OF OTHER DAYS


Brown rushed out of his corner and punished Wolf- gast in the second, fourth, and fifth rounds, coming with the champion's stomach, and Wolgast was left a cripple at the end... Brown, without a doubt, was the champion's only man three times out of the six.

Wolgast, after an indifferent start, in the fourth, left Brown utterly defenseless, especially in the fifth and sixth rounds, and went on to win.

For the final bell he was left to save himself and the end did.

Brown, with his usual aggressive style, came out with a bang and took the champion's face in frantic, gesticulating fans, pleading for the Knockout. Remember what he did to you a few minutes ago, stood unguarded h... hId I f h b' dagain and permitted Brown to hit him in the face, campIOn

Wolgast, quickly shaming hisasserng smile, up, and hopped back to Bows and threw him to the east. Brown jumped and raised a lightning left h... Abel turned in the third with Forbes in the second round, but the latter was beaten off the ring and tramped over, surprised, and left Brown with a little chance to save himself and the end did.

Brown rushed out of his corner and punched W... This content is limited and easily and quickly by using "CLEAR-TONE"—a single line hearing device. Use for the cure of nervousness caused by strain, mental or physical. Hand made by engineers with a perfect cure for all nervousness caused by strain. Satisfaction guaranteed, no questions asked.

FREE trial treatment. Used successfully 25 years in the treatment of nervousness. By mail.

Send money orders only. Write for information.


c. "HYPNOTISM"

Easily learned by Practical Lessons. Cure habits, relieve disease. Get WEALTH by knowing HOW and making FULL CENTS for BOOKLET planning how to obtain the SYSTEM. FERNANDO, 247, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

THANKS BUT NOT MONEY

Thousands are finding new vitality, nervous force and new life in taking 3 or 4 Bi-D-Tabs. New al- ways it is a gain. It is a gain in vitality, health, strength and vigor in those that are not healthy.

They are a gift from the hand of God." FREE S... Use of these medicinal substances treatmen... and address and $2.00 will be mailed C.C.D. 80,000 are now being used. Our money is promptly refunded.

H. M. STUNZ

DEPT. 107, 1100 Cesar Rod. Kansas City, Mo.

LIVE BOOKS: PORTRAITS OF A Young Girl, Con- frontation of a Young Man, Chinese Illustrated Book, Cabinet of American History, Cabinet of World History.

FLAVORS: Chrysanthemum, Rose, Ginger, Jasmine, Lemon, Orange, Apple, Sugar, Fruit, Tobacco.

F. M. SMITH CO., 603-607 Howard St., San Francisco, Cal.

Boxing

At the first bell, Alפתח was quickly knocked down and knocked out with a straight right. This was the first knockdown of the battle.

For the second bell, the two men faced each other and Brown rushed in with a right and left to the face with- steamer's deck-rail. Forbes jumped in aggressively in the third, and when Knockout was half out of the Abe

Two shots out in the dark-... In the third inning Forbes jumped in aggressively and knocked him out at first. In the third round, he was knocked out and permitted Brown to hit him in the face, campIOn
JIMMY WILDE VS. JOHNNY BUFF.
A COMPOSITE PHOTO SHOWING HOW WORLD'S CHAMPION AND
AMERICA'S BEST WOULD LOOK IN RING TOGETHER.

THE SNOWSHOER'S BOUNCE.
HOW ONE OF THE SNOWSHOE CLUBS OF MONTREAL (CAN.)
INITIATES A NEW MEMBER AND TESTS HIS METTLE.

STARS OF THE STEEL BLADES.
TOM BAKER (LEFT), CHAMPION OF N. Y. A. C., AND BOBBY MCLEAN,
FORMER WORLD'S TITLEHOLDER, AT NEWBURGH (N. Y.) RACES.

MRS. ROOSEVELT ENJOYS A CANTER.
WIFE OF THEODORE, JR., IS AN ARDENT HORSEWOMAN WHO IS
SEEN ALMOST DAILY AROUND WASHINGTON ON HER MOUNT.
DAY-AND-NIGHT BANK
MISS IRENE ANDERSON CARRIES A COIN SLOT FOR QUICK CHANGE.

HEINIE GROH SIGNS WITH GIANTS.
MANAGER M'GRAW (RIGHT) LOOKS ON AS STAR THIRD BASEMAN, SECURED FROM CINCINNATI IN BIG TRADE, AFFIXES NAME TO A TWO-YEAR CONTRACT.

SHOWS SPEED AND PEP IN FRIGID WEATHER.
TOP - E. STINSON AND L. BERTAUD, WHO MADE AN ENDURANCE RECORD OF 26 HOURS 19 SECONDS. BOTTOM - METAL ICEBOAT DOING 50 MILES ON RHINE RIVER, GERMANY.

DROPPED BY GEORGES.
GEORGE COOK, AUSTRALIAN HEAVY, WHOM CARPENTIER KNOCKED OUT.
Vigor Of Youth In
A New Discovery

Science Produces a Vitalizer Superior to Famous Blood Transplants — Pays Handsome Dividends

Have you lost your youth, vigor and "pep"? Does aches and pains seem to be part of your daily life? Science has discovered a new vitalizer for the body — one which improves health and promotes general well-being. It is called "Vigor Of Youth." It is a marvel of scientific research and is proving a real wonder to thousands who have used it.

Popular with Seniors

"Vigor Of Youth" is popular with seniors who have reached the period of life when the body needs special care and attention. It is especially effective for those who have been overworked, those who are tired and fatigued, those who have been ill, and those who desire a more vigorous and healthy life.

Young at Heart

The wonder of "Vigor Of Youth" is that it is effective for all ages, from the infant to the elderly. It is a natural and safe way to gain energy and vitality, to increase stamina and endurance, and to feel healthy and young at heart.

FREE OFFER

We are confident of the power of "Vigor Of Youth," and are willing to prove it to you. We will send you a free sample to try in your own home. If you are not completely satisfied, return the sample and we will refund your money.

Order Today

Don't delay. Order your supply of "Vigor Of Youth" today. It will bring renewed vitality and energy to your life. Try it and you will be convinced of its value.

SPECIAL OFFER

For a limited time, we are offering a special introductory price of $2.00 for the first bottle. This offer is available to new customers only.

Order Now

To order your supply of "Vigor Of Youth," simply fill out the form below and mail it to us. We will send your order promptly.

Order Form

Name

Address

City

State

Zip Code

I have read and understood the terms and conditions.

Signature

Submit

READ THE POLICE GAZETTE FOR WORLD-WIDE SPORTING EVENTS, TERSELY AND ACCURATELY REPORTED
CHAP. XXXIII.

TOMMY MURPHY

The game and clever Harlem light-welterweight who met the best, and missed the highest goal, and so was retired and forgotten. He was a square-jawed Irishman who one ballad had the papers from Harlem. Here and there Tommy Murphy could be seen in New York on April 25 and April 26, defeating Murphy a belligerent fellow. It was a well-arranged, but not a well-sung song. It was a good performance, but not one that would make him stand out in Flatbush, N. Y., for the rest of his life.

A belligerent fellow, out among the neighborhood's variety actors, recall the formula of the regular and thrice champion in this, when preliminaries were such that he might easily move to Flatbush, N. Y., for the rest of his life.

A belligerent fellow, out among the neighborhood's variety actors, recall the formula of the regular and thrice champion in this, when preliminaries were such that he might easily move to Flatbush, N. Y., for the rest of his life.

Beggars' Obligation

ON YOUR PART

Earned during his retirement, and bumped around inside the ring of the opposingeresa, where he failed to win.

The troubles that Tommy Murphy had to face were many and grave, and he was forced to adjust;

The troubles that Tommy Murphy had to face were many and grave, and he was forced to adjust;

They last. The troubles that Tommy Murphy had to face were many and grave, and he was forced to adjust;
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The troubles that Tommy Murphy had to face were many and grave, and he was forced to adjust;
“PRAYING COLONELS” WIN COAST GAME IN SEA OF MUD.

A VIVID ACTION SNAPSHOT OF RECENT FOOTBALL CONTEST BETWEEN TEAMS OF CENTRE COLLEGE, LED BY “BO” McMillan, AND UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA, AT SAN DIEGO, CALIF; SEMI-TROPICAL, MIDWINTER RAINS CONVERTED THE GRIDIRON INTO A QUAGMIRE.

SPEED SKATERS IN CHAMPIONSHIP CONTESTS.

PAUL HORSMAN OF NEW YORK CITY LEADING THE FIELD TO THE TAPE IN THE 220-YARD RACE FOR MEN AT ANNUAL EVENTS OF THE MIDDLE ATLANTIC SKATING ASSOCIATION, RECENTLY CONDUCTED AT NEWBURGH, N. Y.

BASEBALL—TO-DAY AND YESTERDAY, FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES.

LEFT—MISS ETHELDA BLEIBTREY, CHAMPION SWIMMER, DISPORTS ON BEACH AT ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. RIGHT—FAMOUS BALTIMORE ORIOLES, HANLON’S PENNANT WINNERS IN 1894, WITH SUCH STARS AS CLARKSON, KEELER, McGRAW, ROBINSON AND JENNINGS IN LINE-UP.
A ROW OF "HOPES"; MEANING THEY HOPE TO LICK DEMPSEY.

SOME OF THE ROUGH AND READY HEAVYWEIGHT BATTLERS WHOSE JIMMY JOHNSTON, NEW YORK PROMOTER AND MANAGER, IS TRAINING WITH A VIEW TO PRODUCING A RING-MAN CAPABLE OF KNOCKING THE CROWN FROM THE DOME OF CHAMPION JACK.

CAMERA-MAN DARES DEATH AT CRATER'S MOUTH.

WEARING WAR-TIME GAS MASK AGAINST THE POISONOUS FUMES OF THE SMOULDERING VOLCANO, A "MOVIE" PHOTOGRAPHER FOR ONE OF THE NEWS WEEKLIES SHOOTS CLOSE-UPS OF MOUNT LASSEN, CALIF., CONTINUOUSLY IN ERUPTION.

PLAYING HOCKEY AND "HOOKEY," BY WAY OF CONTRAST.

LEFT—FAMOUS SCHNARR BROTHERS OF KITCHENER, CAN., WHO COMPRISLE A COMPLETE TEAM, AND THEIR PROUD FATHER, THEIR COACH AND MANAGER. RIGHT—MISS BETH DARLINGTON, CALIFORNIA PRIZE BATHING GIRL, HIES AWAY TO THE ROOF FOR A SUN-BATH.
TUNNEY TAKES AMERICAN LIGHT-HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE

In addition to its long-haired males and short-haired females, its poets, artists, students and strewed gentis, Greenwich Village, New York City's little Bohemia, now records the title of light-heavyweight king of America by reason of victory in the ring over Levyck of Philadelphia.

Tunney swatched the crown from the blond bowl of his opponent bit at Madison Square Garden on the night of Jan. 10 (Chicago Tribune, the Chicago Sun), and brought the fame. He handed out over $9,000 in prize money, a purse which, by the way, is larger than that of the famous Dr. James W. Kidd of Fort Wayne, Ind. The bookies, who have helped the sick and afflicted.
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Carpenter, easily stops Cook, showing good form

Australian takes count in Fourth round, Beating out-classed by Georges; Frenchman to Meet All Comers with View to Another Shot at Dempsey.

The honor of defeating Robert Cook in the fourth round netted a prize of $50,000 for the Frenchman, who defeated Max Baer in the previous round.

The match between Carpenter and Cook was held in a small stadium in Sydney, Australia, and was attended by a large crowd. Carpenter, who is a light-heavyweight, showed good form in his victory over Cook, a welterweight.

Carpenter, who is known for his powerful punches and excellent footwork, outboxed Cook throughout the four rounds. Cook, on the other hand, struggled to keep up with Carpenter's pace and was eventually defeated.

Carpenter's victory was a significant milestone in his career, and he is now set to face the Frenchman in another match. This upcoming bout is expected to be a highly anticipated event, with both fighters vying for the championship title.

The match will be held in a large stadium in Paris, France, and is expected to draw a large crowd. Carpenter is confident in his abilities and is looking forward to a successful outcome.

In the meantime, Carpenter is focusing on training and preparing for his upcoming match. He is working hard to maintain his fitness and improve his techniques, and is determined to emerge victorious.

The match between Carpenter and the Frenchman is set to take place on January 29th, and is expected to be a thrilling spectacle for boxing fans around the world.
ABE ATTELL RUNS SHOE-STORE.
FORMER FEATHER CHAMPION (LEFT) IS NOW A PROSPEROUS DEALER IN
FOOTWEAR ON BROADWAY, NEW YORK, AND PROUD OF HIS SHOP.

BRINGS GIFT FOR THE ZOO.
H. A. SNOW, A CURATOR OF OAKLAND, CALIF., WITH PAIR OF
LION CUBS HE CAUGHT IN AFRICA.

NAVAL OFFICER RETIRES.
REAR-ADMIRAL GLEAVES OUT OF NAVY AFTER
FORTY-EIGHT YEARS SERVICE.

DESIGNER OF NEW "PEACE DOLLAR."
ANTHONY DE FRANCISCI, AMERICANIZED ITALIAN ARTIST WHO FASHIONED SILVER COIN,
OF WHICH 700,000 WILL SOON BE IN CIRCULATION.
A SENSATIONAL POSE.
DONE ON THE ICE BY MISS FREDA WHITAKER,
CLEVER BALLET SKATER.

RIDING TO THE HOUNDS IN ENGLAND.
OPENING MEET OF SOUTH AND WEST WILTS FOX HUNT AT MOTCOMBE HOUSE,
SHAFTESBURY; LORD AND LADY STALBRIDGE AND PACK.

COLUMBIA CREW STARTS PRACTISE.
COACH JIM RICE BELIEVES IN PREPAREDNESS, SO HE HAS HIS MEN AT THE
ROWING MACHINES MONTHS BEFORE THE SEASON OF COLLEGE REGATTAS.

AT HOME ON SKIS.
MISS GWENDOLYN LLOYD OF NEW YORK
CITY, POPULAR AT LAKE PLACID.
YOUR SPORT QUESTIONS ACCURATELY ANSWERED

M. G., New York—With Boston, May 22, June 3, July 19 and Aug. 3. 100.
C. A. M. Barrow, N. Y.—Decision cannot be "suspended" in case he is not in receipt of New York with Boston, May 22, June 3, July 19 and Aug. 3.

NEW BARK EXTRACT GIVES GREAT VIGOR

Vitalizer Found in Africa Produces Results in a Few Days Better Than Gland Treatments.

The most amazing vitality known today has been discovered in the bark of an African tree. An extract made from this bark, and compounded in table form with other invigorating preps, is declared to be a wonder-worker even in those cases of known disease. By the famous "gold gland" and "monkey gland" treat-
ments. In most cases it produces gratifying results in just a few days. The vitality is combined with the Health and Life of the body and the glow of health is felt in every part.

If you lose your pep, vigor and "pizzazz" you need not worry. No matter what else you have tried without success, science declares fairly that you will get from this extract the results you desire. In fact, the laboratories making the tablets for the American trade guarantee to refund the purchase price to anybody who reports "no benefits" within the first two weeks.

In this book, any reader of this paper may test the new discovery without risk. Need not pay for the tablets but just your name and address to the Redfield Lithia Water Co., Kansas City, Mo., and you will receive by mail a full treatment of the tablets for the songs of the New Year's children. On receipt send 35c. and learn how this is done.

Tobacco Habit

MAKE IT QUIT YOU

Stop Smoking for Your Health, Happiness and Wealth

CURES MEN in 25 Days

WOODY ROGERS SPECIAL-

THE WARDEN

Men and Women

Aged 20 Years In 5 Minutes

Rye, Bourbon, Brandy, Port, etc.

IMITATION FLAVORING EXTRACTS, IN TRUE ESSENCE, TO THE ORIGIN OF 1 OZ. COLORS AND FLAVORS.

TOBACCO HABIT

STOP, Please! First: Buy a Pack of Cigarettes—Next: Read this Book.

The only safe way is to give up altogether.


BE YOURSELF AGAIN!

Neuro Viril

COMPRISED OF YOHIMBIN AND LECITHIN

Weighing the Man—Measuring the Man—Making the Man

NOW

5 Master Keys

Why You Don't Know Yourself

BE A DETECTIVE

STOP Tobacco habits

Tobacco habits FREE

STOP

Simply send name, no money, etc., to

RARE BOOKS

How to Live the Women's Life. Wheelock, C. S., London, 1864, second impression, with original wrappers, now rare. 8vo, 172 pages.

CURES MEN past 25 who have smoked for over 10 years. Sent FREE.

The Kepple, A. A. BLASCHKA, Box 202, Newnourse, N.Y.

THE DEWAR'S BLACK TRAFFIC IN WHITE GILES

Written and published by the world's greatest authority on the subject. Married in 1872, the story of his life, with all his own pictures. 16vo, 172 pages.

R. H. HAMILTON, BARNES CITY, IOWA

GOITRE

Removed at Home Without Operation or Danger


YOUR SPORT QUESTIONS

ACURATELY ANSWERED

M. G., New York—With Boston, May 22, June 3, July 19 and Aug. 3. 100.
C. A. M. Barrow, N. Y.—Decision cannot be "suspended" in case he is not in receipt of New York with Boston, May 22, June 3, July 19 and Aug. 3.
LATEST AND BEST MAGICAL AND SPORTING GOODS OF ALL KINDS
Free Catalogue. Box 416, Los Angeles, Cal.

MAGICAL SUPPLIES
Inside Transparent Dice with new and improved quick playing methods. Perfect for use in any allup game. A wonderful investment. Get now!

PUT & TAKE
The most scientific and most popular turn in all magic. No other like it. Can be done in any allup game. Use the same top. No shifting of any kind. Can be done if you want even the most scientific. One of the miracles. We make and sell.

DICE & CARDS
Write for Free Catalogue on request. Standard Tube and Double allup. Penny, nickel, dime, quarter and half dollar. Satisfaction guaranteed.

RADIO PAPA, BOX 394, NEW ORLEANS, LA.

DICE-CARDS-INKS-ETC.
The latest and best in magical work. Transparent Dice, Capped Dice, new and improved quick playing methods. We make and sell.

R. C. HARPER, 1630 Crescent Blvd., Chicago, Ill.

How to beat POKER AND CRAP GAMES
With these points, I have made thousands of dollars in a few months. Make a fortune in the allup game. Write for free catalogue.

W. P. W. S. "ANNA." BOX 181, NORTH PLATTE, NEB.

DICE
JUST DUE FOR CARDS
Write for the biggest illustrated catalogue of CARDS and every description. 100 illustrations. Write for full catalogue.

THE F. & R. CO., 86 HUDSON ST., TERMINAL BLDG, NEW YORK CITY

CARD AND DICE WORK
First class goods at reasonable prices. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for free catalogue.

CELMAX CO., Box 139-41 Saney St., New York City

TRICKS
The smartest tricks in the allup game. Over 1000 tricks selling from one cent to a dollar. Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for free illustrated catalogue.

H. C. EVANS & CO., 1530 West Adams St., Chicago, Ill.

$1,000.00 Secret for $5.00
AMAZING EXPOSURE: Learn to read any four digit card or any blank horoscope. No marks, shinners or cloth cover, absolutely nothing. Simply read what is already on the card—or just as easy—any blank card, with a few simple movements. A wonderful investment. A bag full from Terry Reeves, Inc., only. "You have a full set of shapes of all kind of stars and planets. You are a professional." Send C. O. D. if desired. Expect work on cards and dice and better ideas—make sure, send 50 cents for our latest and best catalogue.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 25 CENTS PER WORD

HELP WANTED
STOCK WORKER, $5.00 PER WEEK.
You may have the stock work in any of our stores. The work consists of putting together various sizes of stock, working for different customers. Our requirements are clean and quiet. None except those who can work up to six o'clock are employed.

H. C. EVANS & CO., Chicago, Ill.

BE A DETECTIVE—Exceptional opportunity—gym big city. Free instruction, established 188 pages. Write for free catalogue. Sundman-Blum Co., Box 199, St. Louis, Mo.

MEN—Age 18 to 35, Experience unnecessary, Traveling in foreign countries,upto $5000 per month. Write to-\nday. American Foreign Missionary Agency, Inc., 12 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

MEN—No matter what you have tried in the old way of making money, you can make a fortune in this new way. Write for details and free catalogue. Z. T. C. Ludwig, 169 State St., Chicago, Ill.

SOPHISTICATED GLOW-IN-THE-DARK OBJECTS, ARTIFICIAL FIRE, intelligent and entertaining, many colors, standard, made and distributed by United Special Effects, 525 E. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

THE NATIONAL POLICE GAZETTE—NEW YORK:

PIN A DOLLAR BILL
To this slip, write your name and address and send it to Richard E. Fox, Publishing Company, Franklin Square, New York City. We will mail you one copy of the POLICE GAZETTE each week for thirteen weeks. Pictures of two beautiful Actresses or two famous Magicians, as preferred, free. Get goods worth $1.45 for $1.00 by signing now.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
STATE:

DO NOT FAIL TO READ THE ADVERTISEMENTS IN THIS ISSUE. YOU WILL FIND MANY ATTRACTIVE OFFERS AMONG THEM.
STILL ANOTHER PERFECT BACK.
MISS FLO CUNNINGHAM, NEW YORK ACTRESS, PASSES EXPERTS' EXAMINATION WITH 100 PER CENT. MARK.

SCALES TELL THE STORY.
MISS OLIVE ANN ALCORN, APPEARING IN A SAN FRANCISCO REVUE, WORE A COSTUME WEIGHING THREE OUNCES.

NEW HOSIERY PIN.
OFFERED BY A CALIFORNIA JEWELER TO MISSSES WHO ROLL 'EM DOWN.

NEW YORK GIRLS ARE CLEVER WRESTLERS.
TWO FAIR PUPILS OF PROF. WILL BINGHAM DEMONSTRATE GRAPPLING SKILL: GETTING A HEADLOCK AND TOEHOLD IN COMBINATION.